
REPORT NO BAG DAY 

CLASS VII 

The Air Force School observed a 'No Bag Day' on Saturday, 29 October 2022 for 

classes VI-VIII. Various educational activities, which didn't require the students to 

bring their bags, were organised. With the motto of 'Learning sans burden', these 

activities were conducted in all the sections of Class VII by the respective subject 

teachers.  

 

English: The game called 'Pictionary' was played. Different learners were invited to 

the whiteboard to draw images associated with few selected words from the story 

'Frankenstein's Creation'. The others tried guessing the words. It turned out to be a 

very successful pre-reading activity for the upcoming prose.  

 

Hindi: Street plays were presented by the children. The socially significant topics of 

Pollution and 'BetiBachao, BetiPadhao' really made the students prepare and 

perform with lots of vigour and enthusiasm. Even the teachers were surprised to 

witness such fine acting skills and appreciated the diligent students.  

 

Maths: Role plays were done to understand the intricacies of the concept of Simple 

Interest. Few bankers and some customers were able to elaborate upon the 

concept of loans effectively and efficiently.  

 

Science: A practical activity to test the presence of Carbon dioxide in the exhaled 

air was undertaken. The students were given lime water, which turned milky when 

the exhaled air passed through it forming calcium carbonate.  

 

Social Science: Mock interview/ court trial was done by the students. Few reporters 

were shown questioning the MLA about the problems of shortage of water and 

unclean water supply. The students got an insight on the democratic functioning of 

the government and understood what accountability is.  

 

Sanskrit: Students were made to stand in a circle ,teacher spoke some sentences in 

sanskrit and students revolved around the teacher until teacher stopped speaking 

and the student had to follow the instructions given by teacher in sanskrit 



The students and teachers thoroughly enjoyed these activities and learnt many new 

skills. The students were so full of joy and happiness that they extended their 

gratitude to their teachers for making learning fun and easy. 

 

  

 



                                                     

  

 

 


